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1. Introduction
This paper explores the imposition of an Indianist framework to examine the material aesthetics
of tourist attractions and souvenirs along U.S. Route 66 that depict stereotypical imagery of
Indigenous peoples. In this paper, I intend to show how Indigenous stereotypes in popular
material culture create instances of kitsch. However, on Route 66, this kitsch manifests as
hyperkitsch in its attractions’ touristic natures that allow visitors to witness, enact, and play a
role in the fantasized life and time of the American Indian. Tourist attractions and certain objects
of kitsch create simulated environments and manifestations of hyperreality as tourist attractions
that powerfully propel stereotypes that forge non-Native perspectives of Indigenous peoples.
This evaluation takes place along the 2,448-mile stretch that is Route 66.
The first term, hyperkitsch, is the marriage of frameworks hyperreality and kitsch.
Hyperreality is Jean Baudrillard’s term for a reality simulated from models or a reality that

references sources of inspiration/models (Baudrillard 1994). Thus, hyperreality is generated from
ideas and is not physically real because hyperreality “has fabulous proportions … without space
or dimensions” (Baudrillard 1981). Therefore, hyperreality is intentionally created to have a
striking resemblance to the origin of inspiration but is neither wholly objectively true nor
subjectively imagined. Rather, hyperreality exists between the real and the imaginary in a space
to which humans cannot physically interact with or connect (Robinson 2012). This is why it is
powerful, because it exists purely in the imagination, which makes it easy for consumers of the
hyperreality to add their own narratives and ideas.
The second term, kitsch, I studied during the Associated Colleges of the Midwest Newberry
Seminar in Fall 2017. There, I spent three months analyzing vintage postcards, comic books, and
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an “American Indian Barbie” doll. With these primary source materials, I developed a theoretical
framework revolving kitsch that allowed me to analyze these materials I found in the Newberry
Library, which has informed this research (Wall, unpublished, 2017).
Kitsch is most simply: “Art, objects, or design considered to be in poor taste because of

excessive garishness or sentimentality, but sometimes appreciated in an ironic or knowing way”
(Oxford English Dictionary, OED). When merged with hyperreality, kitsch physically manifests
the reality that had before only been envisioned in the mind. This reality is merely based on
sources of inspiration, while it is manifested in the imagination. As object and method, kitsch
grounds hyperreality and makes the hyperreal instances concreate rather than a boundless space
between the real and the imaginary. Thus, kitsch makes hyperreality something that humans can
physically interact with, which is a concept called hyperkitsch that I draw from Clara Irazabal’s
“Kitsch is Dead, Long Live Kitsch: The Production if Hyperkitsch in Las Vegas,” which was
published in the Journal of Architectural and Planning in Autumn 2007. Irazabal’s analysis
examines how simulated urban landscapes on the Las Vegas strip manifest the blending of the
theoretical lenses hyperreality and kitsch in its hotel-casinos. She uses the term: hyperkitsch. In
her paper, cases of Las Vegas hotel-casinos are platforms in which visitors can estrange
themselves from the conflictual identities, poverty, and other social problems in contemporary
cities to experience these cities as urban, idyllic fantasies. She argues that examining the
romanticized microcosms of her selected cases of hotel-casinos can help us to better understand
social crises of urban identity formations (Irazabal, 199-223).
Influenced by Irazabel’s use of hyperkitsch to show how stereotypes in capitalistic hotelcasinos forge ideas about cities, hyperkitsch comes into play on Route 66 because here, tourists
create and enliven imaginary worlds of the mythical stereotype of the American Indian widely
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displayed throughout popular culture. Tourists create, enliven, and interact with this stereotype in
roadside attractions and novelties, which are kitsch, but also physical manifestations of
hyperreality. Thus, hyperkitsch.
The instances of American Indian hyperkitsch along Route 66 conjure superficial ideas about
Indigenous peoples and cultures. This forging of ideas through hyperreality is especially
poignant because the attractions are ones that tourists can physically visit in real-time. When set
in the imaginary time/world of the American Indian, Indigenous experience is understood
through kitsch depictions of stereotypical images. This is harmful because many of these
stereotypes are mere caricatures that amalgamates and erases the realities of Native peoples from
many particular distinctive cultural groups (Wall 2017).
In this paper, I argue that the use of Indigenous stereotypes in popular mass culture has given
rise to kitsch, and along Route 66, this kitsch is hyperkitsch because visitors can interact with the
kitsch in real-time. In the following, the concepts of kitsch, hyperkitsch, and Indianism are
studied theoretically and exemplified in the aesthetic cases of attractions along Route 66. I will
analyze the touristic landscape of Route 66 through aesthetic survey to evaluate the visual
characteristics that make up the aesthetic appearance of Indianness, which is the perception,
feeling, or look of “being Indian” socially, culturally, and/or spiritually (Deloria 2004). I
evaluate Indianness in hyperkitsch through an Indianist framework, which I introduce in Section
2.

2. “Indianist” as a Framework: Looking/Being “Indian” because Stereotypes Say So
Indianism is a phrase I form under the influence of Edward Said’s groundbreaking book
Orientalism. Orientalism conceptualizes the term Orientalism as “a corporate institution and
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systematic discourse about matters of the so-called Orient” (Said 11). Orientalism, most simply,
is a way of seeing how imitations and depictions of eastern places, people, and cultures
exaggerates and distorts people of the Orient in comparison to, or oriented toward, Anglos.
These exaggerations create a hyperreality of eastern representation, which Said refers to as
Orientalism. Specialists no longer prefer to use the term “Oriental” to refer to people from the
so-called Orient. Today, it is politically incorrect to call someone from the East “Oriental.” This
is because of the word’s ambivalence of cultural identity and the word’s imperialist connotations.
In the West today, the term “Indian” no longer correctly refers to U.S.-based Indigenous
peoples of North America as it once was. This is because much of what mass culture thinks of as
“Indian” is formulated from stereotypical representations that non-Native people have fused
together into one caricature that denies the dignity and dynamism of Native history and tribal
distinctions from one another (Deloria 7). Thus, the mass-consumed world of the popular culture
“American Indian” is a hyperreality that has reproduced and solidified the “American Indian”
image in such a way that representations of Indigenous peoples can neither change nor are
authentic Indigenous peoples today able to exist in any other fashion (Dorris vii). This
hyperreality is widely portrayed in kitsch across the country in souvenirs and other material
objects. However, this kitsch becomes hyperkitsch when the stereotypes are embodied in
attractions with which consumers can physically interact and play a part in.
As aforementioned, Said defines Orientalism as “a corporate institution of, and
systematic discourse about, matters of the Orient” (11). For Said, Orientalism is of Western
thought and manifests as a discourse developed to dominate, restructure, and obtain authority
over the Orient, which “is an idea that has a history and a tradition of thought, imagery, and
vocabulary that have given it reality and presence in and for the West” (13). This said, “it would
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be wrong to conclude that the Orient was essentially an idea, or a creation with no corresponding
reality.” This is because “There were and are cultures and nations whose location is in the East,
and their lives, histories, and customs have a brute reality obviously greater than anything that
could be said about them in the West.” This is also true for Indigenous peoples. Ultimately,
Indianism has very little to contribute, except to acknowledge it tacitly (Said 13).
Said describes that the French and British initially developed the Orient as a discipline
involving political, sociological, imaginative, religious, and ideological aspects that shape how
the West perceives regions in the so-called Orient (Said 4). Ultimately though, the Orient is a
collection of Western conceptions and representations of romanticized fantasies of Oriental
landscapes and people. The Orient is a hyperreality of things perceived to be “Oriental,” but that
are actually Orientalist and tainted by fantasized Anglo perceptions.
Similar to Orientalism, Indianism is an Anglo-creation that is a systematic discourse, and
cultural orientation and aesthetic representation of a falsified state of Indigenous peoples and
their culture sin North America (in this paper, sometimes referred to as the term “American
Indians,” which is widely recognized in popular culture).
Fritz Scholder is an American Indian artist, widely recognized for his insight and
commentary on publicly held stereotypes of Indigenous peoples. He writes: “The American
Indian has been a loaded subject from the moment he was discovered; from the very beginning,
the non-Indian had preconceived ideas about the noble savage” (Scholder 1, Houlihan 1-4). The
notion of the “noble savage” became widespread in 17th and 18th century writings, which is most
commonly attributed to the works of Enlightenment scholar Jean-Jacques Rousseau. 1 However,

For more on the concept of the “Noble Savage,” see:
Cranston, Maurice. The Noble Savage: Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 1754-1762. University of Chicago Press. 1991.
Cro, Stelio. The Noble Savage: Allegory of Freedom. Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1936.
Ellingson, Ter. The Myth of the Noble Savage . University of California Press, 2001.
1
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the concept of the noble savage can be traced to ancient Greece where Homer, Pliny, and
Xenophon idealized the Arcadians (Britannica).
Fritz Scholder is correct in describing Indigenous peoples as controversial, especially
from the perspective of non-Native people. Paralleling Said’s concept of Orientalism in which
“The Orient was almost a European invention, and had been since antiquity” (9), the American
Indian was almost an Anglo invention and has been since colonization. Indianism is of Western
thought, manifested as a discourse to dominate, restructure, and obtain authority over Indigenous
peoples. Europeans developed Indianism as a discourse inadvertently in their depicting and
talking about Indigenous peoples as savages who need control. This discourse has since
functioned as a discipline involving political, sociological, imaginative, religious, and ideological
aspects that shape how the West perceives all Indigenous peoples. Ultimately, the American
Indian is a conglomeration of Western conceptions and representations of romanticized fantasies
of Indigenous characteristics; this conglomeration works to erase the individual identities of
American Indians from multifarious tribal identities. 2
In Said’s Orientalism, Orientalism emerges as a self-contained and self-reinforcing
discourse that is consciously created to uphold hegemony, functioning as a collection of
European fantasies of the Orient (Kennedy 14-49). In this paper, Indianism is self-contained and
self-reinforcing in upholding Anglo authority; Indianism is a menagerie of Anglo-American

2

For more on the erasure of Indigenous identity, see:
Bsumek, Erika M. Indian Made: Navajo Cultures in the Marketplace, 1867-1940. University Press of Kansas, 2008.
Cameron, Catherine M, Paul Kelton & Alan C. Swedlund. Beyond Germs: Native Depopulation in North America.
2015.
Deloria, Philip. Indians in Unexpected Places . University of Kansas, 2004.
Hirschfelder, Arlene, et al. American Indian Stereotypes in the World of Children. Scarecrow Press Inc., 1999.
Hohmann, Jessie. The Right to Housing: Law, Concepts, Possibilities. Hart Publishing, 2013.
Jolivette, Andrew. Cultural Representations in Native America. Lanham: Altamira Press, 2006.
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perceptions of Indigenous peoples. In an Orientalist framework, “Anyone who teaches, writes
about, or researches the Orient … is an Orientalist” (Said 10); whereas in an Indianist
framework, anyone who creates or consumes objects, art, or attractions that are intended to
appear “Indian” and display a certain Indianness, and that or who is not authentically Indigenous
themselves, are Indianists.
In Orientalism, Said claims that Orientalism exerts a three-way pressure in which the
Orient is Orientalized for: the Orient, the Orientalist, and the Western consumer of Orientalism
(4). Indianism also exerts a three-way pressure over Indigenous peoples in which the concept of
the American Indian is Indianized for the Western consumer of Indigenous culture, which is
sometimes then embodied by Indigenous peoples.
In an Indianist framework, Indianism as a discourse is a filter that reveals Indian-esque
aesthetics. Through this filter, a fixed set of aesthetic qualities that make something “Indian”
come to light. These aesthetic qualities function as cultural stereotypes that standardize
perceptions and recognition of American Indians and Indigenous style/culture. Thus, these
aesthetic qualities/stereotypes synthesize the complexity and diversity of tribal identities of socalled “Indians” into an objectified instance of encapsulated Indigenous identities. Thus,
Indianist representation/caricatures function as tools for Western domination.
In popular material culture, Indianist elements in kitsch allow Anglo consumers to own
parts of what they believe to be Indigenous culture. In hyperkitsch, exotic fantasy lands where
stereotypical expectations of Indigenous peoples come to life. Souvenirs and attractions are
Indianist kitsch and hyperkitsch respectively. Indianist Kitsch is powerful because it is tangible
objects that consumers can physically play with and own. On Route 66, Indianist attractions are
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especially powerful because they are hyperkitsch places where one can physically visit in realtime and be an actor in the simulation.
The power of stereotypical images of American Indians in material culture lies in their
ability to be duplicated, proliferated, and transported for any agenda. This includes being sold as
objects of consumption. Indianist items and attractions appropriate Indigenous cultures through
stereotyping, whose images become “a stylistic repertoire, a catalog of images ready at hand to
be consumed at will” (Bozdŏan 38-45). In this paper, I evaluate Indianness—or characteristics
popularly associated as being of U.S.-based Indigenous culture—as a stylistic category of
popular culture with which to examine how Indianist aesthetics in kitsch function as hyperkitsch
in the touristic context of Route 66 where Indianist communicative visual frameworks are
masked in consumer-oriented products that are oriented towards Anglos.3 An explanation of
kitsch in the context of Indianism will come in Section 3 and an explanation of Indianist
hyperkitsch specifically will come in Section 6.

3. Kitsch Defined in the Context of Stereotypes: Indian Stereotypes = Indian Kitsch
Stereotypes are ideologies of characteristics particular to a person or thing (Oxford English
Dictionary, OED). Therefore, stereotypes are closely related to the concept of kitsch. This is
because both stereotypes and kitsch are products of the process of standardizing favored
aesthetics that are universally recognized and omnipresent as being of a certain origin or identity
group (̧ĭdem 111). However, whereas stereotypes emphasize the vulgarity and unoriginality of
theme, kitsch captures the mediocrity and unoriginality of a particular distinguishable identity.

While American Indian stereotypes capture suspected and assumed ideas and themes of

The use of “North American Indigenous culture” in this paper refers specifically to the U.S.-based Native
communities, as this research is not focused on Mexican Indigenous communities.

3
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Indigenous culture, Indianist kitsch acts as a tangible representation of American Indian identity
that has been synthesized and oriented for Anglos (Poggioli 79-85). When we evaluate
interactive kitsch on Route 66 as hyperkitsch, we see the power of the attractions and
simulations’ abilities to be physically manipulated for the consumer to interact with.
Kitsch is typically treated in two approaches. First, kitsch can be treated as a sociohistoric concept that originates in the modern age. Second, kitsch can be treated as an aesthetic
concept. In this study, I treat kitsch as an aesthetic concept defined in connection with the
concept of stereotype. Criteria for kitsch’s various characteristics are defined as the following:
1. Familiarity: Kitsch is not enjoyed for its originality or artistic quality; rather, kitsch is
appreciated for its familiarity that provides and comforts onlookers with what they
already know. In kitsch, “We recognize and experience [what’s familiar] as a more
profound presentation of our own reality” (Gadamer 60).
2. Imitation: Kitsch imitates art to resemble the artwork without the work’s true creative
quality. Kitsch uses artistic means to satisfy certain temporal needs, but kitsch is not
the source of inspiration and is not the product of creative effort (Eco 188).
3. Low-brow: Kitsch’s consumers are ordinary customers. Kitsch aims to create
immediate aesthetic effects for its audience in providing predictable images through
stereotypical aesthetics (Eco 187).
4. Escapist: Kitsch achieves “the systematic attempt to escape from daily reality” (Eco
186), using imagery as a lure that satisfies its consumers/onlookers.
5. Out of Contextuality: Kitsch exists outside of the context of its origin source of
inspiration. Kitsch occurs when a single element or entire artwork is relocated from
its original source and is used for a purpose other than the one it was created for or in
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a context outside of its origin source. This transfer happens when great monuments,
artworks, concepts, etc. are used for purposes beyond their intended ones. These
monuments, artworks, and concepts become objects of kitsch once their
characteristics have been reproduced with sentimental or consumer values rather than
their original values (Dorfles vii).
These qualifiers are the reasons that we can view the aesthetic cases of Indigenous stereotypes
along Route 66 as instances of kitsch, such as souvenirs. However, I take this one step further
and argue that some of these instances, such as attractions, function as Indianist hyperkitsch
along Route 66 because the attractions are places where people can physically visit and play a
role in the simulations embodying Indianist imagery.

4. Indianist Tourist Attractions Manifesting Stereotypes of Indigenous Peoples
Indianist aesthetics in tourism became objects of display and style in Western civilization upon
Anglos’ “discovery” of Indigenous peoples (Scholder 1-4). Westerners widely consume Indianist
culture and aesthetics because the attractions and souvenirs evoke ‘exotic’ “Indian” fantasies that
have historically seen romanticized in popular culture.4 However, I argue that these fantasies are
not “Indian,” but are rather Indianist, because the stereotypical souvenirs and places were likely
designed for and by non-Native people.
The styles, forms, and modalities of what mass culture recognizes as “Indian” has
become a collection of fixed elements, including formal stylistic stereotypes that have been
widely reproduced and whose aesthetics are recognized as “Indian” by non-Natives. These

Goldberg, Eric & Mike Gabriel. “Walt Disney Pictures Presents Pocahontas.” 1995.
Geronimi, Clyde, Hamilton Luske & Wilfred Jackson. “Walt Disney Presents Peter Pan.” 1953.
4
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stereotypical forms in kitsch and hyperkitsch explore ‘exotic’ possibilities that consist of
elements including, but not limited to, feathers, fringe, headdresses, bows and arrows, coneshaped structures (commonly known as teepees), “tribal”-printed textiles, beads, clay pottery,
woven baskets, woven rugs, and buckskin attire. When as little as one or more of these elements
are employed, the object, attraction, or person is deemed “Indian,” and one or more of these
characteristics is/are nearly always included in any popular culture representation of Indigenous
people or culture.

Figure 4.1: “Indian” because of inclusion of “tribal” prints; however, these socks are actually
Indianist because their designs were appropriated by and for non-Native peoples.
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Figure 4.2. Cone-shaped structures such as these ar e colloquially known as “teepees” and are

readily recognized as “Indian,” but are really Indianist because non-Native peoples designed,
built, and profit off them.

5. Touristic Landscape of Route 66: Stylistic Stereotypes of Indigenous Peoples as
Kitsch
On Route 66, where Indianist roadside attractions’ profits are the paramount concern, the main
aesthetic goal is to create imagery that Anglo tourists are drawn to and would accept and
recognize as “Indian.” However, this imagery is Indianist and not Indian because these
stereotypical images endorse and perpetuate existing Indianist standpoints that perpetuate
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simplistic representations of Indigenous peoples and culture. Said claims that “the Orient
participates in its own Orientalizing” (323), and in this paper, I argue that Route 66 is a physical
embodiment, and instance of hyperkitsch, of Indianist discourse.
Building an “Indian” attraction for the non-Native tourist is to produce an experience that
satisfies touristic desire of expectations of American Indians, thus creating an Indianist
experience. This desire is in-line with tourists’ desires to experience the “Indian” as the “Other.”
Whether tourists are aware or unaware, these attractions are examples of “staged authenticities”
that satisfy the tourists’ desire for expected “ethnical, culturally traditional, namely stereotypical
authenticity” (G̈nal 6). These desires in tourists, subconscious or not, cooperate with the
producers who create a make-believe, hyperreal fantasy of American Indians in “which tourists
playfully cooperate in the game” via buying and buying into the stereotypes (MacCannell 43-50).
Souvenirs are Indianist kitsch and attractions are Indianist hyperkitsch along Route 66
because every detail in these touristic microcosms are examples of what tourists assume and
believe are “typical” cultural practice (Culler 155). Touristic establishments like Ed Galloway’s
Totem Pole Park, motels like “The Apache” and “Wigwam,” and Indianist gift shops that sell
Indianist kitsch like “Teepee Curios” use stylistic stereotypes of Indigenous culture in their
architectural and thematic designs. Such imagery recalls Indianist images in the minds of their
visitors and consumers, and because visitors are to sleep in or enter these establishments, the
establishments are hyperkitsch.
On Route 66, portrayals of Indigeneity in Indianist stereotypes take authentic identities of
Indigeneity out of their original contexts and times for the purpose of capitalist consumerism.
Whereas totem poles of the First Nations peoples have specific tribal functions, the totem poles
found in Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park in Oklahoma are facades that create and enhance an
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Indianist aesthetic. It is Indianist architectural establishments like Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole
Park just off Route 66 that sell themselves via stereotypical repetition of stylistic elements at the
expense of the authentic tribal identities from where each characteristic originates.
These characteristics originate from various individual tribes and when blended together, the
resulting conglomeration of elements from various tribes simplifies each distinctive identity into
a recognizably “Indian” style. Thus, Ed Galloway’s “totem poles” are not representative of
original artistic, or historic, creation for a well-informed audience. Rather, the elements are
appropriated from various Indigenous cultures and are added on to the establishment to enhance
the aesthetic experience for touristic consumers. This occurs because the greater number of
Indian-looking images added to an object, attraction, or costume, makes the object, attraction, or
costume more “Indian” to the low-brow, non-Native tourist. And such Indianist objects and
attractions satisfy the Indianist dreams of tourists that allow them “to escape from daily reality”
(Eco 190, Irazabal 112).
This process is why Indianist establishments, often hyperbolized and inaccurate, continue to
be popular and powerful. Because establishments like Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park,
Indigenous-themed motels, and other Indianist attractions are able to be physically interacted
with and bear aesthetic characteristics that fit tourists’ expectations of American Indians, we can
interpret these establishments as forms of Indianist hyperkitsch.

6. Indianist Icons: Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park Versus First Nations’ Totem Poles
in British Columbia
Although Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park is not actually on Route 66, the Park is a “must-stop
attraction” in most Route 66 tour guides. Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park is located on Highway
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128A, about four miles east of the north edge of Foyil, Oklahoma. Here, one exits Route 66
(Knowles 2017). The focal point of the Park’s collection of totem poles is a 90-foot-tall, brightly
painted concrete structure, self-proclaimed to be a totem pole. The cylindrical structure boasts
the year “1948,” and prominently displays a large, painted red face with square white teeth that
looks like white chiclet gum (Figure 4.2). The face clenches what looks like half of a light green
lizard and has no eyebrows. On its temples and below its chin are various side-shots of men with
red-painted skin wearing feathered headdresses between striped and chevron patterns. Above the
face’s head are metal vents to allow air to flow inside the concrete structure. Above the vents are
various other busts of Indianist peoples and various multi-colored birds. The average tourist may
assume these birds are “thunderbirds,” based on the plethora of “Thunderbird Fill-in-the-Blank”
establishments, such as the Thunderbird Bar & Grille in Santa Fe, New Mexico (see Figure 4.9),
the Thunderbird Supply Co. in Gallup, New Mexico, the Thunderbird Restaurant in Tucumcari,
New Mexico (see figure 4.10), and vintage postcards from the Thunderbird Motor Court,
historically in Miami, Oklahoma.
At the top of the “totem pole” are reliefs of red-painted concrete people holding drums
with two braids and feathers sticking out perpendicularly from their heads. All of the other
“totem poles” in the Park feature similar hackneyed Indianist aesthetics that make the large
pillars recognized as “Indian,” and then as “totem poles” because of their Indianist aesthetics on
tall, round, painted structures with animal-shaped reliefs.
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Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park is an aesthetic experience because the Park contains a
series of cement pillars that are allegedly a “tribute to the American Indian.” As a park, visitors
can walk beneath or eat lunch under at one of the picnic benches scattered among the concrete
“totem poles.” These structures are said to feature over 200 carved images with four nine-foot
beings deemed “Indians” near the top of the largest totem pole, each of which apparently
“represents a different tribe” (legendsofamerica.com). Thus, the Park theoretically spans the
continent and allows visitors to be in the presence of at least four different tribes, as well as all
the other distinctive tribal identities represented by the other elemental facades on the pillars,
such as the birds.
However, each element featured on the totem poles does not appropriately or
authentically represent the tribe from which the element originates. The decorations on the pillars
are Indianist and not Indian, and in being conglomerated into a mish-mashed assortment of
favored aesthetic characteristics that are a short, physical walk apart, they are Indianist
hyperkitsch that erases individual identities of each individual tribe from which one element
comes. The Park claims that visitors can experience “authentic American Indian culture”
(legendsofamerica.com). However, Totem Pole Park is just an example of Indianist hyperkitsch.
Looking at the “totem poles” featured in Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park, the Indianist
aesthetics included on the pillars vary greatly with those of the First Nations peoples of the
Pacific Northwest. I was able to travel to Vancouver this past November (2018) to see first-hand
and photograph totem poles of First Nations peoples with a Keller Family Venture Grant.
In British Columbia, First Nations peoples created totem poles as monuments to represent
and commemorate ancestry, histories, people, and events. Totem poles are typically created out
of red cedar and display symbolic and intentionally stylized human, supernatural, and animal
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forms that demarcate a family’s lineage. The poles validate the rights and honors that the family
and each member hold. Ultimately, totem poles are visual representations of kinship, and they
document histories of families and members of communities and clans. To use the example of
the Thunderbird Clan of the Kwakwaka’wak Clan, also known as the Kwakiutl Clan, of northern
Vancouver Island, their totem poles feature a Thunderbird crest (see Figure 4.8). However, other
crests for different communities and clans include the wolf, eagle, grizzly bear, killer whale,
frog, raven, and salmon (indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca).

Figure 4.5 & 4.6: Story Pole in Beacon Hill Park, Victoria, B.C. (erected on June 30, 1956),
carved by team of carvers under direction of Kwakiutl tribal chief leader Mungo Martin, and is

deemed world’s fourth tallest totem pole, but is the world’s tallest free-standing totem pole when
one counts out the largest one in Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park.
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Figure 4.7: Totem poles at Brockton Point in Stanley Park in Vancouver, B.C. Included are the
Rose Cole Yelton Memorial Totem Pole, the Oscar Maltipi Totem Pole, the Chief Skedans
Mortuary Totem Pole, the Chief Wakas Totem Pole, the Thunderbird House Post Totem Pole, the
Kakaso'Las Totem Pole, the Beaver Crest Totem Pole, the Ga'akstalas Totem Pole, and the Sky
Chief Totem Pole.
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Figure 4.8: Kwakwaka’wak (Kwakiutl) Totem Pole in Duncan, B.C.

Of all material culture of First Nations peoples, the totem pole is one of the most
recognizable cultural symbols. The breadth of designs, styles, constructions, and purposes reflect
the diversity of First Nations histories and cultures (indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca). First
Nations totem poles are Indigenous art. However, in Indianist kitsch and hyperkitsch, the
diversity of styles from individual tribes, like in each clan’s totem poles, become mixed together
and watered-down into generic, meaningless animal-shaped reliefs on cylinder-shaped structures
that mass culture deems “Indian” and knows as “totem poles.” These watered-down versions of
totem poles are exemplified in kitsch attractions like Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park and the
Totem Pole Trading Post in Rolla, Missouri, which function as Indianist hyperkitsch (see Figures
4.11 & 4.12). In these examples of Indianist hyperkitsch, symbols and styles unique to certain
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tribal identities, such as the thunderbird for the Kwakiutl Clan, are appropriated and mixed with
other symbols in kitsch and hyperkitsch that are created by and for mass culture.

Figure 4.9: Thunderbird Bar & Brill in Santa Fe, NM
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Figure 4.10: Thunderbird Restaurant in Tucumcari, New Mexico displays a geometric-shaped
bird at the top of the sign, mimicking the thunderbird crest animal of Kwakwaka’wak totem
poles.

Figure 4.11 & 4.12: “Totem Pole Trading Post” in Rolla, Missouri.

7. Indianist Motels: Teepee-Shaped Wigwams & Indianist Allusions in Names
There are two motels along Route 66 called the Wigwam Motel; one is in Holbrook, Arizona,
while the other is in San Bernardino, California. At both these locations, guests stay in large,
concrete teepees, whose entry points are fiberboard doors with room numbers adhered to the
outside. Inside each “wigwam” is a television, a small bathroom, a twin or full bed with white
bedding, and a woven blanket with a tribal-looking print on a chair in the corner (Figures 7.1-
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7.4). As a motel, this Indianist establishment exemplifies Indianist hyperkitsch in tourists’ ability
to “sleep in a wigwam” (Fig. 7.2), which the Motel’s main advertisement lures.
The “wigwams” are Indianist because the familiarity of the teepee-design satisfies
tourists’ expectations of what a teepee ought to look like. As kitsch and aesthetic experience, I
consider the wigwams to be hyperkitsch; tourists are able to walk and sleep inside the wigwams,
thus, physically interact with the kitsch. The rhetoric on the Wigwam Motel’s website also hypes
visitors and speaks about the site as an example of hyperkitsch:
As soon as you catch a glimpse of our tower ing wigwams from a mile away, you will feel

like someone turned back the time … With our glorious wigwams, our stunning natural
scenery, and our optimal location, at the Wigwam Motel we offer much more than just
another humdrum motel stay." (wigwammotel.com)

In this advertising rhetoric, the language describes how the design and aesthetic of the Wigwam
Motel make it a unique experience from other hotels. The Wigwam Motel creates a hyperreality
of a pleasurable, exotic place in an era that runs on its own time/place settings (Irazabal 113).
Motel developer Frank Redford designed the teepee-shaped motel units to be built around a
“museum-cum-shop,” which is now The Wigwam Motel’s check-in desk and lobby, but that
once brought to life his “showcases [of] Native American Artifacts ” (wigwammotel.com). The
website asks visitors, “Want to know what it’s like to sleep in a Wigwam? ” and warns visitors not
to “forget to stop on by the unforgettable Wigwam Motel and experience the thrill and wonder of
its history firsthand!” (wigwammotel.com). The rhetoric on the Wigwam Motel’s website

conveys the manipulation of three-dimensions: time, place, and culture, in the context of
consumption. This three-dimensionality of the Wigwam Motel is hyperkitsch rather than just
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kitsch because it is a passing-through and barrier between reality and fantasy, whose history one
can physically experience “firsthand” by staying at the motel (wigwammotel.com).
The website describes the wigwams themselves as “a world of new experiences ” that are
also “facilitated with modern amenities and convenience features including free room-side
parking, free WiFi, modern bathroom with hot shower, TV with premium cable channels, minifridge and AC/heater ” (wigwammotel.com). As hyperkitsch, the experience of staying at the

Wigwam Motel exemplifies the transcendence of time in being able to make visitors both feel
“like someone turned back time” while also keeping close to the comforts of “modern amenities
and convenience features ” (wigwammotel.com). As Indianist kitsch and aesthetic experience, the

Wigwam Motels are two instances of Indianist hyperkitsch along Route 66, whose aesthetic
features and advertising rhetoric can show us what aesthetic characteristics of Indigenous
cultures were most valued by the Anglo architect who wanted to create a lucrative, Indianist
motel for the non-Native travelers coveting similar elements of exoticism and otherness. (see
Figures 7.1-7.4).
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Figure 7.1-7.4: Wigwam Motels in Holbrook, Arizona and San Bernardino, California,
respectively.
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Figure 7.5 & 7.6: Other motels along Route 66 look like typical western motels but are titled

Indianist names such as the “Apache Motel” or “Powwow Inn” that allude to tribal identity.

In the Newberry Library, the James R. Powell Route 66 Postcard Collection (1926-1960s) can
help us understand Indianist kitsch and its role on Route 66 as a hyperkitsch tourist attraction.
The collection consists of 4,000 printed and real postcards of the eight states that Route 66 runs
through, mainly dating from the mid-1920s through the 1960s. The images in the collection
document the highway, tourist attractions, and roadside architecture, such as motels, service
stations, restaurants, and diners (Newberry.org).
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Postcards are a unique form of popular culture that exhibit American values, tourist
clichés, and hyperreal representations of idyllic destinations. Although postcards are only
recently beginning to be treated as serious artifacts by scholars, they are snapshots in time
of national phenomena, including popular culture, ethnic identity, and travel. Moreover,
postcards were not “invented,” so much as they have evolved over time with changing social
conventions and understandings of what it means to be Indigenous (Lear 1). Specifically,
postcards from the American Southwest, as featured in the James R. Powell Route 66 Postcard
Collection, advertise pueblo-style Indians and adobe-style structures as an “Indian identity,” and

these aesthetics can inform us about consumer cultural perceptions of Indigenous peoples and
what valued characteristics make an item “Indian” enough to be marketed as “Indian” or
“genuine.”
Even more, these postcards bring to life “idyllic,” age-old Native lifestyles and market
them as if they are experiences that one can still have today. Postcards visually manifest
hyperreal idyllic places, which is why the places featured in postcards are considered
hyperkitsch, while the postcards themselves are kitsch. Postcards in the James R. Powell Route
66 Postcard Collection are powerful because they illustrate various Indianist stereotypes and

caricatures that function as the myth-makers that boil the variety of Indigenous identities and
sovereign nations down to the singular, stereotypical Native identity that mass culture widely
recognizes as “Indian.” Places depicted on postcards are especially powerful as hyperkitsch
because in being printed on a postcard, their images are able to be sent in the mail anywhere.
The first postcard, Figure 7.7 and 7.8, depicts the “’Ah-Koh’ Indian Kiva” wherein
“visitors can see earthen houses, grass shacks, wicki-ups, tepees, and the real Indians that live in
them” (figure 2.4 and 2.5). The postcard invites visitors to visit the kiva, although it is not a true
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kiva, for an authentic kiva on a Pueblo reservation would only be available to be entered by
Native members of the tribe. Thus, this kiva is an Indianist attraction. Next, the people on the
postcard wearing the sparse mostly blue costumes are advertised as “the real Indians that live in
[the kivas].” Low-brow consumers of the postcards, and attraction, believe these men are “real”
solely because the outfits the men are waring are made up of stereotypical elements characteristic
of many different tribal identities that are commonly seen in popular culture depictions of
Indigenous peoples. Such attire fuses Puebloan turquoise with decorative elements from Plains
tribal attire to create one, “simplified” Indian, or Indianist caricature. The postcard is an item of
hyperkitsch travel ephemera because it creates an exotic travel destination that invites the
average person, such as the women on the far left in the blue dress, to spend a day in an Indian
fantasyland called “Frontier City” where “real Indians” live in kivas as if it were “the olden
days.” Thus, this attraction exemplifies hyperkitsch.
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Figures 7.7 and 7.8: James R Powell Route 66 Postcard Collection: 1926-1960s. Newberry
Library.

The next example, Figure 7.9, depicts the “Indian Princess Hotel.” This motel does not embody
recognizable Indianist architectural elements such as adobe or tepee-like structures, but the
Hotel’s name alone advertises itself as exotic, glamorous, and Indianist with its name alone.
Although there is no image of a stereotypical “Indian Princess” herself, the name allows people
to be allured to the Hotel with their own preconceived visions of what an Indian Princess has to
offer. This assumption comes from their familiarity with the stereotypical Indian princess who
frequently appears in popular culture, such as in classic Disney movies like Pocahontas and
Peter Pan. The trope of the Indian princess characterizes the Native woman to be a supporter of

Western interest, while also being a strong and beautiful woman with an exotic sexuality that
emphasizes her “otherness” as a forbidden fantasy for the dominating white male (Smith 29).
Because the Hotel is a place where tourists can visit and its name harkens the notion of an
Indianist princess, the Indian Princess Motel is an example of Indianist hyperkitsch.
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Figure 7.9: James R Powell Route 66 Postcard Collection: 1926-1960s. Newberry Library.

Next, figure 7.10 is a postcard advertising “Frank and Aline’s Restaurant,” which features an
Indianist statue of a man wearing conventionally “Indian” garb. This attire includes a
feathered headdress, beaded arm cuffs, and a mostly leather and fringe outfit (Figure 7.10). The
advertised owners of the restaurant, “Frank and Aline,” have Anglo-originating names, so the use
of an Indianist man as their advertising device adds an intended “Indian” aura to their restaurant
that invites exoticism for the non-Native. However, this aura is not Indian, and is rather Indianist,
in its combining of Anglo and Indian characteristics as a tourist destination. As hyperkitsch, it is
an establishment where tourists can visit whose inclusion of both Indianist and traditionally
Western elements provides both familiarity and exoticism to consumers (Figure 7.10).
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Figure 7.10: James R Powell Route 66 Postcard Collection: 1926-1960s. Newberry Library.

A follow-up example that depicts the blending of Anglo and Indianist characteristics is
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featured in Figure 7.11, which features a Western-style motel with a stylistic teepee placed on its
roof. This architecture appeals as a tourist destination because it offers both Western
comfort and Indian exoticism (Edensor 87), making it an establishment of Indianist hyperkitsch.

Figure 7.11: James R Powell Route 66 Postcard Collection: 1926-1960s. Newberry Library.

Another example of Indianist hyperkitsch along Route 66 is that of the Zuni Motor Lodge in
Figures 7.12 and 7.13. The description on the back of this postcard markets the Lodge as “one of
the finest and most unique lodges in the Southwest of Spanish-Indian architecture” (Figure 7.13).
This image and caption exemplify how consumer culture has constructed and marketed a single
“Native” identity through the blending of non-Native (Spanish) and “Indian” architecture.
However, this Indianist architecture is made up of elements of only a few Southwestern tribes’
architectural styles. Thus, the architecture of this lodge does not represent the living styles of
every Indigenous tribe. More, presenting this “Spanish-Indian” architectural style as the “finest”
example of any Indian architectural style assumes that this one, sole, Indianist style is more
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important and authentic than the traditional and authentic styles of architecture of any of the 500
federally recognized Indian tribes, bands, nations, pueblos, Rancherias, communities, and Native
villages in the United States (NCAI 2).
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Figure 7.12 and 7.13: James R Powell Route 66 Postcard Collection: 1926-1960s. Newberry
Library.

The final example of Indianist stereotypes featured in Route 66 postcards from the James R
Powell Postcard Collection that I will examine is featured in Figure 7.14. This postcard depicts a

giant “Katchina Doll” in Gallup, New Mexico that advertises itself as “The Indian Capital”
(Figure 7.14). However, declaring this town as the “Indian Capital” deems itself as more
important than any other place with Indians. In addition, having a Katchina doll be the “mascot”
of this “Indian mecca” would assume that this artifact of the Hopi people could be representative
as the most important and sole representative cultural icon of all tribes. This representation
simplifies the multitude of various Indian cultural identities to one cultural icon. Rather than the
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“Indian Capital,” as the postcard declares, perhaps a more apt name would be “an Indianist
Capital” (Figure 7.14).

Figure 7.14: James R Powell Route 66 Postcard Collection: 1926-1960s. Newberry Library.
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The postcards above are a set of objects that feature examples of Indianist hyperkitsch
along Route 66. These establishments featured in these postcards can be used as a method for
considering in material and conceptual form the endurance of Indianist images in hyperkitsch. In
these postcards, we see the blending of multiple Indigenous stereotypes into one, popular culture
Indian-esque identity that is recognized as “Indian,” but is rather Indianist.

8. Gift Shop Indianism: Tchotchkes and Tourist Traps
Numerous gift shops along Route 66 entice travelers to take pieces of “Indian Country”
and Route 66 home with them. As a commissioned highway from 1926 until 1985, the road took
travelers through the lands of more than 25 tribal nations (americanindianandroute66.com).
Advertisements along the entire route, especially in the Southwest region—New Mexico,
Arizona, California boast the authenticity of “Native” artifacts and experience. Sun-faded
billboards read “Nice Indians Here” and “Real Indian Jewelry” in crude lettering. However,
these signs do not authentically represent the tribes that the kitsch may try to represent. Rather,
the Indianist tourism that is marketed in these examples combines many different tribal
characteristics to create one attraction or item of hyperkitsch that is recognized as “Indian,” but is
actually Indianist.
For example, look at the tourist attraction outside of the “Indian Market” in Continental
Divide, New Mexico for example. Within a few steps, visitors can step inside a dilapidated
“HOGAN” and take a photo in front of a covered wagon before buying a woven rug, a few
pieces of turquoise jewelry, and a box of mints that says, “INDIAN COUNTRY,” inside the
store all within a few steps (see Figure 8.9). In being able to step inside the Hogan and take a
photo in front of the covered the wagon, this attraction is not only kitsch because it takes the
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Hogan out of context of Navajo culture and the covered wagon out of context of pioneer culture
(which is very Anglo and invasive in its own right), but the Hogan and covered wagon are also
experiences because one can step inside the Hogan and could get climb onto the covered wagon.
Thus, the attraction outside of Continental Divide’s Indian Market is Indianist hyperkitsch. And
this attraction is not unique. Other establishments use similar Indianist themes as names and
styles of gift shops to appear exotic or unique to consumers, claiming themselves to be “Indian,”
while they are actually merely Indianist, relying on stereotypes to harken Indian-esque imagery
(see Figures 8.18-8.24).

Figure 8.1: Sign at gift shop in New Mexico boast “Indian Dolls,” assumed to be made by
Indigenous peoples because they are sold in an Indian-themed store.

Kitsch tchotchkes like “Indian dolls” are deemed “Indian,” because of their Indianist
aesthetics. However, souvenirs like the doll in Figure 8.2, and likely the ones advertised in the
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sign in Figure 8.1, are designed, manufactured, and sold by, for, and to non-Native peoples.
Thus, much of the kitsch tchotchkes along Route 66 are Indianist. These become hyperkitsch
when they are created for human interaction, such as in Figure 8.5 in which a child can dress-up
and imaginatively assume an “Indian” identity. However, only some souvenir items warn their
inauthenticity as Indianist kitsch and hyperkitsch (see Figure 8.2). Along Route 66, I only saw
one doll with a tag warning its inauthenticity.

Figure 8.2-8.3: Tag on doll reads “Indian Dolls,” and there is a separate tag attached to this tag
on the doll that warns that the doll is “not an Indian produced or Indian product, MADE IN

CHINA”; thus, this doll is an item of Indianist kitsch.

On Route 66, there are also many hyperkitsch attractions in and outside gift shops. In the
attraction outside of the gift shop in Figure 8.3, travelers can visit a reproduction of a Navajo
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Hogan, labeled “HOGAN” and a covered wagon labeled “CONTIENTAL DIVIDE, NEW
MEXICO, ELEV. 7275” within a few steps. In another few steps, tourists can visit the “Indian
Market” gift shop that advertises “jewelry, pottery, rugs” for sale (Figure 8.4).
Inside and outside many Route 66 gift shops are the manipulation of the three dimensions
of time, place, and culture. In the average “Indian Gift Shop,” there is also little to no
intentionality about tribal identity, and all things with Indianist aesthetics are deemed “Indian”
and grouped into one squished-down identity, which undermines the individuality of every tribe.
In Figures 8.1 through 8.12, we see examples of Indianist kitsch that manipulates the boundaries
between time, space, and culture, all of which could be found in any standard “Indian” roadside
attraction and are thus kitsch and hyperkitsch.

Figure 8.4: Indian Market and outside tourist attractions in Continental Divide, New Mexico.

9. Route 66 Tourist Attractions as Hyperkitsch
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In the preceding discussion, we have seen how the aesthetic appearances of Ed Galloway’s
Totem Pole Park, the Wigwam Motels, gift shops, and other gift shop tourist attractions with
Indianist characteristics are instances of Indianist kitsch. This is because such forms of touristic
establishments along Route 66 embody Indianist elements, such as feathers, fringe, headdresses,
arrows and bows and arrows, cone-shaped structures (teepees), “tribal”-printed textiles, beads,
clay pottery, buckskin attire, and woven baskets and rugs. As such, these elements in kitsch
allow the kitsch to create a stereotyped culture of Indianness that is hyperreal in its mashing
together a variety of characteristics of Indigenous culture. Such stereotypical representations
influence and simplify mass culture’s ideas about the various tribal identities of Indigenous
peoples who may get one or more of their cultural elements appropriated. Kitsch is what people
appropriate, and is then, thus, what they assume to be modalities of Indigenous culture.
However, when these kitsch depictions of Indigenous peoples can be interacted with by visitors
in real-time, the kitsch becomes hyperkitsch in which the stereotypical caricatures and images
come to life. This often occurs in tourist attractions and costumes in which humans tangibly
interact with the stereotypes and use all five senses to experience what they believe is Indigenous
culture but is actually Indianist hyperkitsch.
After all, much of the mystique of Route 66 today is its ability to not only teleport
travelers back to the Route’s heyday between the 1920s and 1970s, but to also transport them to
the time and place of the “American Indian,” whose popular culture representation seems to take
place “a time long ago” at a time that no one can quite pinpoint and in a variety of settings
(Hirschfelder 139). The displacement of Indigenous peoples in time plays into the notion of how
identity and regional sovereignty of tribes has been mixed together in popular culture. In
Indianist hyperkitsch, there are not Indians, but Indianist representations of Indigenous peoples
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who have no regional or local specificity embodied in the physical souvenirs and attractions we
know Route 66 for. And this Indigenous imagery within hyperkitsch that mass culture deems
“Indian” is actually Indianist, because non-Native-created these representative caricatures using
stereotypes from myriad tribal identities. On Route 66, this intersectionality of tourism, region,
time, space, culture, and race make America’s Mother Road a 20th century kaleidoscope that
propels mixed regional messaging through its Indianist hyperkitsch that is masked in consumer
merchandise.
In the examples of Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park, the Wigwam Motels, “Indian” gift
shops, and other Indianist tourist attractions along Route 66, stereotypes of Indigenous peoples
are physically manifested and recall images from the likes of Pocahontas and Peter Pan in the
minds of tourists. These Indianist aesthetics fulfill tourists’ expectations of Indigenous
experience in their natures of being physical, stylistic microcosms of the American Indian
(Irazabal 113). Thus, Route 66 is a 2,448-mile belt of instances of Indianist hyperkitsch.
The inclusion of Indianist aesthetics and elements in Route 66 attractions as described
above allow for such tourist attractions to be interpreted as forms of Indianist hyperkitsch. This is
because the attractions are intentionally built as a conglomeration of elements that originate in
tribal identities of Native peoples but are taken out of context for the purpose of capitalism. In
such attractions, Indianist elements are transferred from traditional cultures and identities in their
intended Indigenous spaces and are used for the purpose of tourism, again, out of their
Indigenous cultural context (Irazabal 113). As result, the attractions improperly reduce the
original values of the authentic places and replace the authenticity with sentimental, Indianist
values that enhance the aesthetic experience of tourist, regardless of whether the places and
objects remain true to accuracy, for the purpose of raising financial capital.
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Paige Raibman examines the political ramifications of notions about “real Indians” in her
book Authentic Indians: Episodes of Encounter from the Late-Nineteenth-Century Northwest
Coast (2005). She mainly focuses on the Northwest Coast in the late 19 th century and early 20th

century to examine how Anglos of all authority levels defined Indian authenticity based on
binaries like “Indian versus White,” “traditional versus modern,” and “uncivilized versus
civilized” (Raibman 2005), which are similar sentiments that fueled Said to write Orientalism;
however, instead of Indigenous peoples, Said examines binaries like “West” versus “East,
“Orient” versus “Occident,” so on. Raibmon shows how historically, Anglos only recognized
Indians as authentic if their aesthetic and behavioral characteristics fit their limited definitions
and notions about how Indigenous peoples ought to look and act. This profiling reflects their
senses of racial superiority and authority as civilized colonists. The blurring of Indigenous
authenticity among local, regional, and transnational spheres works in consumerism to create
kitsch objects that satisfy expectations of consumers. On Route 66, tourist attractions are created
as capitalist establishments, which are designed to attract low-brow tourists looking for
stereotypical representations of exoticism and Indigeneity. This is why tourist attractions along
Route 66 so powerfully enforce Anglo-centric ideas of Indigenous experience—Anglo tourists
recognize Indigenous stereotypes as authentic, which is why Indianist elements are in every item
and instance of kitsch and hyperkitsch along the 2,448-mile road.
In “Experience and Education,” Dewey describes an aesthetic experience as being a
process of doing and undergoing, whose produced qualities from the experience are immediately
enjoyed upon perception (54). Under this definition, in only being reproductions of Indigenous
experience, many Indianist Route 66 attractions are aesthetic experiences and are not innovative
or original. Instead, these attractions exemplify how a tourist destination can successfully sell
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itself devoid of artistic innovation. In so doing, these attractions perpetuate inaccurate, Indianist
stereotypes. And as attractions, these kitsch simulations are instances of hyperkitsch.
Broadly, Indianist souvenirs and attractions on Route 66 sell themselves to their
intentional audience—ordinary tourists—with the message that Route 66 can quench their
Indianist and American dreams upon visiting. This is why the souvenirs and attractions are both
kitsch and aesthetic experiences, as Dewey defines, which I argue physically manifests
hyperreality and is hyperkitsch. First, the souvenirs and attractions are kitsch because of the
familiarity of Indianist elements in the attractions’ designs are those that the tourist expects to
find. These elements satisfy tourists because they get to see and experience the Indianist
elements. However, beyond just looking Indianist, Indianist motels like the Wigwam Motels,
Indianist attractions like Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park, and Indianist souvenirs like the
“Indian Girl” costume are interactive. Thus, humans can physically visit these places and wear
these costumes and interact with the Indianism in-real time. This evaluation infers that Indianist
attractions on Route 66 can be interpreted as an aesthetic experience and kitsch that manifest
hyperreality. Thus, souvenirs attractions along Route 66 are instances of hyperkitsch.
Hyperkitsch, as a concept, manipulates well-known icons to produce a hyperreal
environment that transcends and replaces the original sources of inspiration in popular
consciousness (Irazabal 200). In the context of Route 66, hyperkitsch whizzes through past,
present, and future times to produce a new ‘real’ time that takes visitors from the tribal cultures
of the First Nations Peoples in the Pacific Northwest down to the Pueblo Indians in the
Southwest and over to the Plains Indians within a few steps and passing seconds of time
(Irazabal 200). On Route 66, this passage through different cultures and times does not happen
virtually. Rather, it is a physical drive down the road, along which hyperkitsch reaches its
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hallucinatory peak. Ian Bowen, who I met at the end of America’s Mother Road, was staffing a
Route 66 kiosk on Santa Monica Pier. Bowen described Route 66 as “a small town really spread
out” (Bowen, personal interaction). Hyperkitsch is then an extended string of logic, visual
imagery, and manifestation that confirms expected stereotypes in material ways within which
humans can interact. Ultimately, hyperkitsch conforms to deeply held, yet superficially
recognizable, images that are proliferated through visual representations in real-time. In this
study, these instances of hyperkitsch are condensed especially on Route 66. Figures 8.1-8.17
exemplify the manipulation of Indianist elements within souvenirs specifically.
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Figures 8.1-8.17: Indianist kitsch souvenirs function as Indianist hyperkitsch in various

“Indian”-themed gift shops along Route 66.
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Figures 8.18-8.24: Indianist hyperkitsch attractions have “Indian”-themed outsides to their

“Indian”-themed insides along Route 66

In a “place” like Route 66 where one of the road’s mottos is “The future is somewhere
ahead, the moment is now, but nostalgia is forever” (Knowles, ii), time melts and one can escape
from their reality to find something better. The attractions along the road are built like a stage
whose sets’ aesthetics are expected, and the road itself is an escape from daily reality because of
its attractions, many of which sport Indianist imagery. Route 66 contains many examples of
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Indianist hyperkitsch that functions in a hyperreal way because, en Route, Indians and “the olden
days come to life” (americanindianandroute66.com).

10. Conclusion
As we’ve seen in Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park, the Wigwam Motels, gift shops,
attractions like the “HOGAN” outside of the Indian Market in Continental Divide, New Mexico,
and trinkets inside “Indian”-themed gift shops, consciously-chosen stylistic stereotypes of
Indigenous peoples create Indianist imagery in these illustrations of kitsch. However, I suggest
that these instances of kitsch are hyperkitsch in which these recognizable Indianist iconographies
create an aesthetic experience of a place/time in which visitors can physically participate in the
imaginary place/time of the American Indian. When interpreted through an Indianist framework,
the architectural consequences and stylistic forms of kitsch attractions along Route 66 reveal a
space where Indianist stereotypes are physically manifested and wield human interaction.

11. Other Considerations: Red Retaliation of Rhetoric
Despite Route 66’s abundance of Indianist stereotypical images that perpetuate typecasts of
American Indian peoples, one section of the road goes against this discriminatory rhetoric. In
ghost town Twin Arrows in central Arizona, there are graffiti-clad, abandoned teepee-shaped
structures, scrawled with “WHAT TRIBE” (Figure 11.1), and a parody of a Star Wars “The
Empire Strikes Back” poster saying, “The Insurgents Strike Back” styled as “Nsrgnts Strike
Back” (Figure 11.2). In 11.3, we have a mural painted with an Indigenous woman, overlain with
“Pottery Lady” spray-painted to the right of her. In this photo (Figure 11.3), most poignantly is
“OPEN YOUR MIND BEFORE YOU OPEN YOUR MOUTH” in black spray paint. Next, in
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Figure 11.4, there is a line drawing of a masculine figure, wearing a headband, with “APACHE”
scrawled in red graffiti lettering below, which contrasts with (Figure 11.5) in which “WHITE
BOY” is written in black ink. These two images were drawn on adjacent walls of the outside of a
house. The graffiti painted on these abandoned buildings seem to have messages that read like
some sort of retaliation against non-Native representations of Indigenous peoples. Based on the
criteria for kitsch in Section 4, the imagery in the graffiti would count as kitsch, and in being
painted on buildings in which one can walk amongst, touch, and enter, perhaps this site is a
hyperkitsch example of retaliation against stereotypical imagery. Although we can interpret this
graffiti as hyperkitsch, the graffiti would only be considered Indianist if it was created by nonIndigenous people.

Figure 11.1: “What Tribe”
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Figure 11.2: “The Insurgents Strike Back”
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Figure 11.3: “Open Your Mind Before You Open Your Mouth” & “Pottery Lady”
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Figure 11.4 & 11.5: Apache versus White Boy

But, Indigenous perspective might question the stretching and conflation of hyperkitsch as
identity conveyance. In Beyond Settler Time, Mark Rifkin examines the problems in including
Indigenous peoples in frameworks that evaluate Anglo influence temporally. Rifkin argues that
Native peoples ought to be recognized as coeval with Anglos, rather than as tropes within Anglo
ideology and institutions where Anglo superiority is assumed. Native experience cannot be
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properly documented or evaluated in Anglo-created frameworks because Indigenous expressions
of sovereignty and identity are varied and ever-changing depending on time. Under this
assumption, we see the importance of the difference between Indianist hyperreality in kitsch and
true Indigenous experience. Indianist hyperkitsch is the acknowledgment that Indian stereotypes
in material culture are non-Indigenous and do not represent true Indigeneity. However, these
stereotypes as hyperkitsch are proliferated through mass culture because non-Indigenous
ideologies and institutions are those in power. Thus, the images and notions that come to mind
when a non-Native person hears the word “Indian” are likely more Anglo than they are
Indigenous.

12. Gallery Component
The Indianist hyperkitsch framework and many of its exemplifiers featured in this article, and
ones also not included, will be presented in a gallery on Colorado College’s campus in the Lloyd
E. Worner Center starting April 23, 2019 until April 28, 2019. In the gallery, images featured in
this article will be displayed on walls, among others that didn’t make it into this paper that
exemplify Indigenous representations in Indianist kitsch and hyperkitsch. Some examples of the
hyperkitsch will be juxtaposed beside their real-world source of inspiration, for example
photographs of Ed Galloway’s Totem Pole Park will be displayed next to First Nations totem
poles from the Vancouver area. The gallery’s intention is to show the omnipresence of
stereotypical imagery of Indigenous peoples in popular culture, and how on Route 66, Indianist
attractions make these stereotypes come to life in their interactive nature. The abundance of
Indianist imagery in the gallery will show how pronounced and pervasive these images are in
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popular culture to try to convey how powerful these images are in shaping non-Native
perceptions of Indigenous experience.
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